Health and Cancer Unit
Developing Writing and Research Skills while learning about the Causes and Cures of
Cancer
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1. A Comprehensive Introduction to Cancer and Conventional Treatment
Conventional introduction to Cancer
http://www.cancer.org/cancer/cancerbasics/thehistoryofcancer/index?sitearea
Alternative Introduction to Cancer
Excellent 5-point article
http://csglobe.com/5-cancer-facts-conventional-medicine-wants-believe-myths/
Several articles on the causes of cancer:
http://csglobe.com/?s=cancer
Naturopath, Doctor Coldwell, on the origins of cancer
5 minutes
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rmCK7HnbtAw
What Is Cancer? An Alternative View
http://www.naturalnews.com/022578_cancer_body_disease.html
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2009/08/090817184539.htm
The Origin of Chemotherapy. Guess what inspired the invention of chemotherapy? Prepare to be
shocked.
https://scienceblog.cancerresearchuk.org/2014/08/27/mustard-gas-from-the-great-war-to-frontlinechemotherapy/

2. Conventional Cancer Treatment: Documentaries
For this topic, focus on asking questions and understanding how the documentaries are designed to
create a positive impression of conventional cancer treatment.
BBC documentary on cancer and conventional treatment
60 minutes
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X5F0R-baJ7s
Video documentary on children beating cancer
1 hour
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5lH9wIeowFA
Video interview by an oncology nurse who quit.
48 minutes

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ddADeIsXrOw

3. The Future of Cancer Treatment?
SCIENTISTS DEVELOP NEW KIND OF PHOTON BEAM WHICH MAY BE SECRET WEAPON AGAINST CANCER

https://www.rt.com/news/474908-photon-beam-secret-weapon-cancer/

4. Rising Cancer Rates

Timeline of cancer propagation in the United States
1900 – Cancer (especially lung cancer) is rare. Only about 90 people out of every
100,000 are diagnosed with it.
1905 – The AMA begins suppressing known natural cures for ailments of all sorts
and removes nutritional education from medical college curriculum.
1930 – Any scientists and physicians who discover cures for cancer find their labs
destroyed or materials confiscated, then they’re arrested, silenced or
murdered (this is still happening today, by the way).
1930s – FDA, AMA, and CDC suppress and deny natural cures and prevention
strategies for cancer.

1930 – Microbiologist Dr. Royal Rife proves that if microbes inside cancer cells are
killed, the cells revert back to normal ones.
1931 – Doctors from around the country join Dr. Raymond “Royal” Rife, who
invented the first high-powered microscope that could directly observe bacteria
and viruses, as he isolates a filterable virus of carcinoma and succeeds in
destroying the typhus bacteria, not to mention the herpes virus and even strains of
polio.
1937 – The AMA indicts Dr. Rife for “fraudulent” medical practices.
1938 – The AMA visits all doctors who support Dr. Rife (and those who use his
instrument inventions) warning them that if they continue they will “lose their
medical license.”
1939 – The AMA and the FDA destroy Dr. Rife’s lab (and attempted to destroy all of
his research, including his academic committee records) because his cancer cure
rate was 100 percent among his patients.
1939 – The AMA literally pays a cancer researcher, Dr. Arthur Kendall, over $250,000
(that would be worth about $5 million today) to stop working on cancer cures and
retire in Mexico, where he owned land.
1944 – Dr. Kendall dies of mysterious, unknown causes.
1940s – Lung cancer is scientifically discovered to be caused by smoking cigarettes,
yet the AMA and 20,000 doctors endorse cigarettes as healthy and good for
digestion for thirty more years.
1945 – The auspicious beginning of water fluoridation begins in Grand Rapids,
Michigan just as WWII ends. Hitler had previously used the same type of fluoride in
the drinking water in concentration camps to weaken the Jews to keep them from
rebelling.
1950 – Post WWII food factories and plants begin processing American food in cans,
adding cancer-causing chemical additives and chemical preservatives.
1955 – Dr. Jonas Salk removes kidneys of rhesus monkeys, injects them with three
different strains of polio and incubates them to stimulate growth of the virus. Then
he dilutes the combination of strains with formaldehyde to weaken the virus, then
injects it into live monkeys, mice and rabbits and claims, along with CDC, the new
“miracle vaccine of the century!” has been discovered and that it’s “safe, potent

and efficient.” Fake polio vaccine cure is shipped in vials all over the world. The
false “herd theory” is invented.
Late 1950s – Polio vaccines given to nearly 100 million Americans contaminated
with hidden leukemia and SV40 cancer viruses (it was all admitted and recorded by
Merck scientist named Dr. Maurice Hilleman, who was there at the time and
witnessed it all). He’s now called the “Forgotten Hero.”
1963 – Researchers inject cancer cells into 19 elderly, debilitated patients at a
Jewish Chronic Disease Hospital in Brooklyn, NY. The pharma-funded experiment
was carried out on blacks and Jews that were prisoners because “they were
cheaper than chimpanzees,” according to pharma industry officials.
1970s – Invasive medical procedures become the “norm” for treating cancer,
including surgery, radiation, mammograms, chemotherapy and other dangerous
toxic pharmaceuticals.
1971 – President Nixon declares the fake “War on Cancer” by launching the
“National Cancer Act” while dishing out a cool $100 million to front groups,
including NCI (National Cancer Institute) funds for promoting toxic chemotherapy.
1970s – Dr. Stanislaw Burzynski finds an advanced, cutting edge and non-toxic
gene-targeting cure for even the most lethal forms of cancer (such as brain cancer
and tumors on the spines in children).
1977 – The FDA raids Dr. Burzynski’s clinic, steals his patented formulas, seizes
12,000 patient records, purposely dilutes the most important ingredients of his
neoplastons formula, then claims it doesn’t work after running tests (Dr. Burzynski
is still curing people of cancer today at his clinic in Texas).
1980s – Genetically modified organisms (GMOs) introduced to corn and soy across
USA. Genetically engineered and mutated produce in America would now be
infected with insecticides and herbicides from the inside out.
1980s – Komen Foundation, American Cancer Society, National Cancer Institute,
Karmanos Cancer Institute, and many more front groups all raise money (for
administrative salaries and costs mainly) while pretending to “search for cure” for
cancer.
2010 – Google, YouTube and Social Media controllers begin massive purge of all
information about curing cancer, natural remedies, CBD oil, hemp, etc.

2012 – National Cancer Institute (NCI) spends over $1.2 billion annually to
bury natural cures.
2018 – Mercury is still used in vaccines, including flu shots, while CDC lies and says
that it is not. There is no safe level of mercury, formaldehyde or aluminum that can
be injected into a human.
2018 – Toxic sodium fluoride is still insidiously dripped into municipal tap water for
the majority of Americans to consume.

Video – watch the first minute: Cancer rate will reach 100% by 2080?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YsOPzBHPsqM

Cancer cases in India spike by over 300% in 1 year, new govt data shows
https://www.rt.com/news/472501-india-cancer-increases-300-percent/
Rising cancer rates: many video presentations on this topic
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=rising+cancer+rates
Rising Cancer Rates: Medium difficulty articles:
http://www.nbcnews.com/id/39102353/ns/health-cancer/t/top-deadliest-cancers-why-theres-nocure/#.XNcryY5KjIU
http://eatlocalgrown.com/article/12174-cancer-officially-number-one-cause-of-childhood-death-inus.html
Cancer now is leading cause of childhood death in the US:
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/losing-another-winnablew_n_86841?guccounter=1&guce_referrer=aHR0cHM6Ly9kdWNrZHVja2dvLmNvbS8&guce_referrer_sig=

AQAAAHbAJ7dSl24Q6oqidZflMH8TZB0OsY-jAHqKr-schksx6FXf4Z_QJDDstIgNhXMAgl1UPGx2DCtRDfu6RhyQL-VTFH09TwCv86LB-G24O1aZsv2pDdXWea7fAfEDB4psRlJ2HIafn2JcZ3Lk3jhcuCitV_kziUOBpnzuKQAOGn
https://www.sott.net/article/301755-Number-one-cause-of-childhood-death-in-US-Cancer

Many video presentations on the issue of rising cancer rates:
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=rising+cancer+rates

5. GOOD NEWS? OUCH.
Cancer Deaths See Largest Drop on Record As Overdoses, Suicides Soar
https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/cancer-deaths-see-largest-drop-record-overdoses-suicidessoar

6. Causes of Cancer
According to Wikipedia, which is full of lies and half-truths about human health, cancer has numerous
causes (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Causes_of_cancer#Diet), but it never admits that the more
industrially advanced and developed a country is, the higher its cancer rate will be. The chart below
proves this. It measures the number of new cancer cases per 100,000 population among countries,
based on the 2012 and 2014 GLOBOCAN statistics.[1] It excludes non-melanoma skin cancer.
Which countries have the worst cancer rates? The most industrialized and developed, or the poorest
and least developed? What explains this pattern?
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Wikipedia and the cancer industry never admit that fluoridated water (common in most Canadian
cities), pesticides, herbicides, sedentary (inactive) lifestyles, sugar, pharmaceutical-prescription
medicines, vaccines, and air pollution can cause cancer.

Pesticides and herbicides
https://edition.cnn.com/2019/02/14/health/us-glyphosate-cancer-study-scli-intl
https://www.naturalnews.com/053883_glyphosate_cancer_Roundup_weedkiller.html
Pollution
https://chriskresser.com/how-toxins-are-making-us-fat-and-diabetic/
Vaccines:
http://www.health.gov.on.ca/en/pro/programs/immunization/docs/immunization_schedule.pdf
http://www.vaccinationnews.org/DailyNews/May2001/WhatsInVax.htm
The Polio Vaccine used from 1955-1961
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/10472327
Sugar:
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/https://cancerstatisticscenter.cancer.org/#!/2009/08/0908171
84539.htm
http://www.businessinsider.com/chart-american-sugar-consumption-2012-2
The dangers of sugar. Long article. Read first bit and then use ctrl + f to find cancer
http://www.holistichelp.net/candida-diet.html

7. Corruption in the Cancer Industry
(NaturalNews – All figures apply to the United States)

With $100 billion a year now being spent on toxic chemotherapy treatments that damage patients
and cause "chemo brain" side effects, a panel of cancer experts commissioned by the National Cancer
Institute publicly admitted two years ago that tens of millions of "cancer cases" aren't cancer at all.
Tens of millions of people who have been diagnosed with "cancer" by crooked oncologists -- and
scared into medically unjustified but extremely profitable chemotherapy treatments -- never had any
sort of life-threatening condition to begin with, scientists have confirmed.
https://www.naturalnews.com/051482_cancer_industry_overdiagnosis_false_positives.html

The for-profit cancer industry earns its revenues based on repeat business from cancer treatments that
don't prevent cancer or reverse cancer. Instead, today's fraudulent cancer treatments like
chemotherapy and radiation actually CAUSE more cancer!
The absolute last thing the cancer industry wants is for knowledge of cancer prevention strategies
(and cancer cures) to spread among the public. Such knowledge threatens their very existence and takes
away the profits they've been counting on from treating cancer in 1 out of 3 people for the foreseeable
future...
Make no mistake, the cancer industry's entire profit model is based on keeping people ignorant
about cancer causes while keeping them dependent on cancer treatments that don't work. That
combination is the ultimate profit generation scheme for the cancer industry, despite all the suffering,
pain and death it causes to human beings who are all victims of the industry.
The cancer industry so steeped in criminality that its own doctors and oncologists routinely rely on
false positive diagnoses to earn huge profits by falsely telling people they have cancer, then "treating"
them with chemotherapy. Some of the worst fraudsters and criminals operate in Detroit, Michigan,
where Dr. Farid Fata was recently prosecuted and jailed for committing what can only be called "medical
murder." He falsely diagnosed thousands of healthy people with cancer, ultimately dosing them with
high-profit chemotherapy -- as many as 50 people a day! -- destroying their health while pressuring
them to stay on the chemo to "get rid of the cancer."Corruption, profits and the cost of healthcare
30 minute video
https://www.naturalnews.com/053514_cancer_cures_documentary_media_censorship.html
(NaturalNews) The cancer industry is a for-profit industry that relies on repeat business to keep padding
its bottom line. David Bowie and Alan Rickman are just two of the industry's latest victims, but there will
sadly be millions more.
Chemotherapy alone kills an estimated one million people a year. See PharmaDeathClock.com for a
running tally...
Anyone who thinks the cancer industry would ever research and release an actual cancer "cure" is
delusional... there's no chance that a multi-billion-dollar industry will deliberately make itself obsolete
and obliterate its entire business model.
The entire cancer industry is based on pure scientific fraud. Out of 53 "landmark" studies cited by the
cancer industry to push chemotherapy and other toxic treatments, 88 percent were found to be
completely fabricated.
Similarly, a recent study conducted at the Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center in Seattle,
Washington found that tumors grow FASTER after chemotherapy treatments, meaning chemo
accelerates tumor growth and spreads the cancer.
https://www.naturalnews.com/052678_David_Bowie_Alan_Rickman_for-profit_cancer_industry.html
A short video explaining corruption in U.S. cancer industry:
https://thebreakaway.wordpress.com/tag/cancer-industry/

Two easy, short articles with short videos
http://csglobe.com/one-of-the-most-important-scientists-in-the-world-most-cancer-research-is-largelya-fraud/
http://csglobe.com/more-doctors-confessing-to-intentionally-diagnosing-healthy-people-with-cancerto-make-money/
Video on the truth about the cancer industry
20 minutes
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7YFS5qlAzgc
Doctor Gonzales speaks on chemo
5 minutes
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aTg-Ltu6C_I
Long article
http://csglobe.com/the-biggest-moneymaker-of-all-time-cancer-and-why-the-profiteers-dont-want-acure/
Doctor Coldwell on chemo, radiology, nutrition, water, difficult
36 minutes, but very information dense. Counts as 1 hour.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AOXuES4AUBw
Many videos on the cancer conspiracy and causes of cancer.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=26JqmLGw3KE

8. Negative Consequences of Conventional Treatment
https://thetruthaboutcancer.com/conventional-cancer-treatment-never-cure-cancer/
http://www.naturalnews.com/2017-07-10-chemotherapy-found-to-spread-cancer-throughout-thebody-warn-scientists.html
http://www.680news.com/2016/05/25/family-claims-womens-paraplegia-caused-by-high-dose-ofchemotherapy/
https://www.cancertutor.com/deathbydoctoring4/

9. The History of Natural Medicine
. https://galacticconnection.com/how-natural-medicine-was-destroyed-in-1910/

10. Naturopaths and Herbalists
Choose one or more of these healers, research them and compose and summary of their work, but
integrate your opinions. You do not need to agree with everything each person in this list has done.
Rene Caisse (1920s?), Canadian nurse with herbal cure and cancer clinic
Good biography:
http://www.healthfreedom.info/cancer%20essiac.htm
60 minute video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G2UAngYCSLM

The Hoxsey Cancer Cure
http://www.hoxseybiomedical.com/clinic-history/
http://www.naturalnews.com/027020_cancer_AMA_treatment.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hoxsey_Therapy#Side-effects
Charlotte Gerson
65 minute interview with Charlotte Gerson
http://gerson.org/gerpress/video-charlotte-gerson-interview-jameth-sheridan/90 minutes
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rj8JoJXP9dI
60 minutes
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0Ia2tfX80vM
Article
http://www.naturalnews.com/027004_cancer_coffee_juice.html
Doctor Oz, TV celebrity naturopath
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Urk6YBmB2o0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WY1ziaA6os8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pyo3dbOQhas
http://naturalsociety.com/dr-oz-slams-glyphosate-monsanto-and-regulators-allowing-its-release/
Doctor John Bergman
30 minutes, but extremely informative. Counts as 60 minutes.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IjhbxT0T9Sk

11. Alternative Treatments/Protocols
Introductory Documentary to Alternative Cancer Cures: CANCER, THE FORBIDDEN CURES
https://vimeo.com/25279346
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YsOPzBHPsqM
Four Plants for Curing Skin Cancer
https://www.naturalnews.com/2019-07-09-natural-remedies-for-skin-cancer.html
Turmeric’s 'Smart Kill' Properties Put Chemo & Radiation To Shame
https://www.greenmedinfo.com/blog/turmerics-smart-kill-properties-put-chemo-radiation-shame
More on turmeric’s anti-cancer properties:
https://www.greenmedinfo.com/search/google-cse#gsc.q=turmeric-cancer
Raw Food and Juicing
http://whale.to/a/i_beat_cancer.html
Jannette Murray-Wakelin and the Bruce Diet
https://www.naturalnewsblogs.com/breast-cancer-survivor-says-raw-food-diet-helped-heal/
Professor Anthony Holland on Resonant Frequencies
http://truthstreammedia.com/2017/08/08/cancer-cure-suppressed-80-years-theyre-finally-admittingroyal-rife-right/

Selenium
https://www.life-saving-naturalcures-and-naturalremedies.com/natural-cancer-cures-selenium.html
https://thetruthaboutcancer.com/selenium-benefits-cancer-prevention/
Doctor Burzynski’s Antineoplastons Treatment
http://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2011/06/11/burzynski-the-movie.aspx
Heliotherapy and Vitamin D
http://www.naturalnews.com/046239_sunlight_alternative_medicine_cancer.html
https://www.cancertutor.com/vitamin-d-deficiency-increases-risk-of-cancer/
First few minutes of https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gaY4m00wXpw
Vitamin C Megadosing
https://thatvitaminmovie.com/
http://drsuzanne.net/dr-suzanne-humphries-oral-intravenous-vitamin-c/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W5Bgdqsorg0 (Dr Andrew Saul)
http://www.naturalnews.com/043972_vitamin_C_cancer_treatment_intravenous_injections.html
https://www.naturalnews.com/2017-02-01-fda-quietly-bans-powerful-life-saving-iv-bags-with-vitaminc.html
Relative deficiency hypothesis

Linus Pauling's popular and influential book How to Live Longer and Feel Better, first published in 1986,
advocated very high doses of vitamin C.

Humans and other species that do not synthesize vitamin C carry a mutated and ineffective form of
the enzyme L-gulonolactone oxidase, the fourth and last step in the ascorbate-producing machinery.
In the anthropoids lineage, this mutation likely occurred 40 to 25 million years ago. The three
surviving enzymes continue to produce the precursors to vitamin C, but the process is incomplete
and the body then disassembles them.
In the 1960s, the Nobel-Prize-winning chemist Linus Pauling, after contact[21] with Irwin Stone, began
actively promoting vitamin C as a means to greatly improve human health and resistance to disease.
His book How to Live Longer and Feel Better was a bestseller and advocated taking more than 10

grams per day orally, thus approaching the amounts released by the liver directly into the circulation
in other mammals: an adult goat, a typical example of a vitamin-C-producing animal, will
manufacture more than 13,000 mg of vitamin C per day in normal health and much more when
stressed.[citation needed]
Matthias Rath is a controversial German physician who worked with and published two articles
discussing the possible relationship between lipoproteinand vitamin C with Pauling.[22][23] He is an
active proponent and publicist for high-dose vitamin C. Pauling's and Rath's extended theory states
that deaths from scurvy in humans during the ice age, when vitamin C was scarce, selected for
individuals who could repair arteries with a layer of cholesterol provided by lipoprotein(a), a
lipoprotein found in vitamin C-deficient species.[24]
Stone[25] and Pauling[11] believed that the optimum daily requirement of vitamin C is around 2,300
milligrams for a human requiring 2,500 kcal a day. For comparison, the FDA's recommended daily
allowance of vitamin C is 90 milligrams.[1]

Blushwood
https://www.naturalnewsblogs.com/blushwood-powerful-plant-proven-treat-75-types-cancer-within25-days/
Apricot seeds:
http://thedailyhealth.co.uk/cancer-vitamin-b17-cure-symptoms-88643/
http://www.abovetopsecret.com/forum/thread648026/pg1
http://truedemocracyparty.net/2013/01/a-world-without-cancer-apricot-seeds-vitamin-b17-andlaetrile-the-real-conspiracy/ (includes an interesting news video)
Lemons
http://blogs.naturalnews.com/lemons-contain-22-cancer-fighting-compounds/
Breadfruit and Jackfruit
http://blogs.naturalnews.com/breadfruit-leaf-extract-kills-100-pancreatic-cancer-cells/
Soursop
http://www.greenmedinfo.com/blog/fruit-extract-10000-times-better-chemo
Grapeseed extract to cure advanced cancer:
http://www.naturalnews.com/050231_grape_seed_extract_chemotherapy_cancer_treatments.html
Enzyme therapy for cancer; Doctor Gonzales
10 minutes
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p6E3hQdFEg8
GcMAF
http://www.naturalnews.com/050972_GcMAF_cancer_cells_Bradstreet.html
The DCA cure for cancer not offered to the public
3 minutes
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y3x-Uj4yAMY

Article on using iodine for breast cancer, tumors, more
https://naturalnewsblogs.com/how-fluoride-a-toxin-got-in-our-water-and-iodine-a-critical-nutrientdisappeared-from-medical-school-textbooks/
Video on skin cancer: 10 minutes
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=exJJJF7d5dY&list=PLA4C6824267E98AC4
The alkaline water cure
http://blogs.naturalnews.com/alkaline-water-kills-cancer-prepare/
The Baking Soda/pH cure for Cancer, Doctor Tullio Simoncini
15 minutes
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=69P-Cqy7OSk
The Hydrogen Peroxide Cure
5 minute video
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LdlA7kjK-4o
5 minute video
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wX6K-oWaJao
Please do further research on the websites recommended in the Research Resource list below.
Silver as medicine
https://www.silver-colloids.com/history-silver/
http://tapnewswire.com/2018/03/the-history-of-silver-in-medicine/
https://www.silvermedicine.org/history.html
Against cancer?
https://www.cancertutor.com/msm_cs/
https://mitocopper.com/products/apex-direct-oxygen-infusionprotocol?afmc=ep&utm_campaign=ep&utm_source=leaddyno&utm_medium=affiliate

Cannabis oil
https://www.naturalnews.com/2018-04-05-doctors-shocked-when-cannabis-oil-cures-woman-ofterminal-cancer.html
Cannabis and Rick Simpson
Video on Rick Simpson’s Hemp (cannabis, marijuana) Oil
52 minutes
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hmYNLNF7NBw
Background information:
4 minute history of cannabis
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nCETi7QgqIw
Excellent article on why cannabis became illegal:
http://www.drugwarrant.com/articles/why-is-marijuana-illegal/
Short article
http://csglobe.com/50-year-old-man-cures-lung-cancer-with-cannabis-oil-stuns-cbs-news/

12. Conventional Views and Laws Regarding Alternative Medicine: all articles
If you have researched any naturopath, herbalist or plant-based cure for cancer, compare what you
learned to the information at Wikipedia or in any other encyclopedia. See if books about these cures are
in your library.
Wikipedia—read just the first page/screen, the intro.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alternative_medicine#Herbal_remedies_and_other_substances_used
For example, compare what the naturopathic world says about soursop and compare to the info at
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Soursop#Alternative_cancer_treatment
Family flees from the U.S. to avoid chemotherapy and the daughter is cured with alternative methods
http://www.naturalnews.com/051683_cancer_chemotherapy_alternative_medicine.html
Homeopathic doctor being sued for failing to cure patient –
(Regular doctors are commonly sued for medical malpractice in the U.S.)
http://www.rawstory.com/2016/04/grieving-dad-sues-quack-who-treated-dying-sons-cancer-withfungi-and-alcohol-instead-of-medicine/
Check other cancer-focused articles at rawstory.com. What is the bias? Explain.
Criticism of Suzan Somers and Alternative Medicine
http://well.blogs.nytimes.com/2011/02/25/suzanne-somers-cancer-expert/?_r=0
Article on the arrest of a doctor using herbal remedies to cure cancer
https://coto2.wordpress.com/2009/12/18/fda-dupes-interpol-to-achieve-illegal-kidnapping-anddeportation-of-herbal-formulator-greg-caton/
Two articles on the arrest of parents who tried to use plants to cure son
1.http://www.vancouversun.com/health/jury+deliberations+resume+case+alberta+couple+accused+chil
ds+death/11877705/story.html
2. http://news.nationalpost.com/news/canada/should-naturopaths-be-restricted-from-treatingchildren-in-wake-of-death-of-alberta-toddler

13. The Weaponization of Cancer
From https://williamblum.org/aer/read/157

Then consider the case of Hugo Chávez. When he died in 2013 I wrote the following:
“[W]hen someone like Chávez dies at the young age of 58 I have to wonder about the
circumstances. Unremitting cancer, intractable respiratory infections, massive heart
attack, one after the other … It is well known that during the Cold War, the CIA worked
diligently to develop substances that could kill without leaving a trace. I would like to
see the Venezuelan government pursue every avenue of investigation in having an
autopsy performed.” (None was performed apparently.)
Back in December 2011, Chávez, already under treatment for cancer, wondered out
loud: “Would it be so strange that they’ve invented the technology to spread cancer and
we won’t know about it for 50 years?” The Venezuelan president was speaking a day
after Argentina’s leftist president, Cristina Fernández de Kirchner, announced she had

been diagnosed with thyroid cancer. This was after three other prominent leftist Latin
America leaders had been diagnosed with cancer: Brazil’s president, Dilma Rousseff;
Paraguay’s Fernando Lugo; and the former Brazilian leader Luiz Inácio Lula da Silva.
“Evo take care of yourself. Correa, be careful. We just don’t know,” Chávez said,
referring to Bolivia’s president, Evo Morales, and Rafael Correa, the president of
Ecuador, both leading leftists.
Chávez said he had received words of warning from Fidel Castro, himself the target of
hundreds of failed and often bizarre CIA assassination plots. “Fidel always told me:
‘Chávez take care. These people have developed technology. You are very careless. Take
care what you eat, what they give you to eat … a little needle and they inject you with I
don’t know what.”
When the new Venezuelan president, Nicolas Maduro, suggested possible American
involvement in Chávez’s death, the US State Department called the allegation “absurd”
even though the United States had already played a key role in the short-lived overthrow
of Chávez in 2002. I don’t know of any American mainstream media that has raised the
possibility that Chávez was murdered.
I personally believe, without any proof to offer, (although no less than is offered re
Russia’s guilt in the UK poisoning) that Hugo Chávez was indeed murdered by the
United States. But unlike the UK case, I do have a motivation to offer: Given Chávez’s
unremitting hostility towards American imperialism and the CIA’s record of more than
50 assassination attempts against such world political leaders, if his illness and death
were NOT induced, the CIA was not doing its job. The world’s media, however, did its
job by overwhelmingly ignoring such “conspiracy” talk, saving it for a more
“appropriate” occasion, one involving their favorite bad guy, Russia.
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RELATED TOPICS
Video about the link between milk and cancer and other illnesses. Discusses pasteurization and
homogenization. 10 minutes
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a1dsWjNv3b0
Video compilation of health experts on a variety of diseases and nutrition, acidity, etc.
4 hours
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_dhlp8jSiiU
Video about the link between milk and cancer and
other illnesses. Discusses pasteurization and homogenization.
10 minutes
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a1dsWjNv3b0
Video by Mark Hyman. The truth(?) about diary.
10 minutes.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0O-ehIkwGME
Curing Parkinson’s Naturally
Assorted videos
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=natural+cure+for+parkinson%27s+disease+

Books to read:
Cancer Cures: The History of Alternative Medicine in America, by James C. Whorton
World without Cancer, by G. Edward Griffin

